
Company Profile: 
 Elite Outdoor Movies is the most innovative and

experienced screen company ever assembled. From
our zippers and thread, to our AV equipment and
surfaces, we use nothing but the highest quality
materials and design. With over 25 years combined
experience we know what it takes to make the
highest quality screens and systems in the industry,
assuring you get the best product at the best price.

Push Play Outside: 
 Elite Outdoor Screens and systems come in four

lines the Home, Nano, Professional and Platinum.
With larger than industry standard sizes you can
make a big impression. All our screens come with
washable removable projection surfaces.

Premium Outdoor Theaters Systems and Screens

Platinum Screen Guide

Contact Us: 
 Email: sales@focusedtechnology.com

Phone: (941) 926-0624
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Platinum inflatable screens are designed for
high-end events. Each Platinum Screen
comes with a theatrical grade, removable
surface that provide high-quality theatrical 
 images to the largest crowds.  

Screens are wind rated to 35 mph and carry a 2-year limited
warranty on the frame and surface. With sizes ranging from
22 ft to 42 ft, our outdoor movie screens can accommodate
for any event  and ensure a high-quality cinema experience.

Perfect for smaller corporate events, parks and
rec movie nights and drive-ins up to 40 cars. 
Audience: 750-1000      Setup: 2-3 People

Perfect for larger corporate events, parks and rec movie
nights and drive-ins up to 60 cars.

Weight: 151 lbs                  Surface Size: 22'x12.5'
Screen Diagonal: 25.3'     Pitch: 6 ft 
Frame: 28' wide x 20' tall x 4' deep

Audience: 1000-1200         Setup: 2-3 People
Weight: 198 lbs                   Surface Size: 27'x15.25'
Screen Diagonal: 30'         Pitch: 6.25 ft 
Frame: 33' wide x 24' tall x 4.25' deep

Perfect for largest corporate events and parks and rec
movie nights. Drive-ins up to 90 cars.
Audience: 1200-2000         Setup: 2-4 People
Weight: 274 lbs                   Surface Size: 32'x18'
Screen Diagonal: 36.7'      Pitch: 6.5 ft 
Frame: 39.5' wide x 27' tall x 5' deep

Perfect for the EPIC sized corporate events and parks and
rec movie nights. Drive-ins up to 120 cars.
Audience: 3000-5000         Setup: 3-5 People
Weight: 356 lbs                   Surface Size: 42'x23.5'
Screen Diagonal: 48.0'      Pitch: 6.5 ft 
Frame: 50' wide x 33.5' tall x 5.5' deep

All Platinum screens come with a vinyl theatrical grade surface,
(2) blowers, (4) steel Stakes, (1) hammer and a carrying bag. The
42 ft screen will also include a mongo mover for transport. 


